Basketball Team Ends 5 Game Winning Streak

After winning five straight games, the Baruch Basketball Team ended its winning streak by losing its sixth game of the season.

The Baruch basketball team ran its season-opening winning streak to five games with a 95-78 victory over Williams College of Rhode Island before encountering its first loss, 68-66, to New Hampshire College.

Both Williams came into the Baruch game with a 3-1 record with only one point loss to New Hampshire marring their ledger. For the first eleven minutes it was a close game.

Each had early leads of 8-3 and 10-7. Two consecutive- point plays by Ralph Roberti and Curtis Strickland gave the Hawks an 18-7 advantage. With just under nine minutes left in the half Roger Williams held a 24-22 lead. Then Baruch exploded.

During the next seven minutes Baruch scored 19 straight points, a school record, to take a commanding 43-22 lead. Baruch's full-court press and zone defense forced Williams into numerous turnovers. The visitors hardly got off a shot and missed all three free throw attempts while Baruch was pulling away.

Alfred Carnegie started the streak with a driving basket. Bill Robinson's layup put the Baruch club ahead to stay. Mark Stein's jumper shot from the foul line and Jordan Winternitz added another for Baruch.

Williams found it hard to put up a shot. They scored six of their first 29 points from the foul line. The Hawks posted a 14-4 record last year and won the Knickerbocker Conference championship with a 9-0 mark. They lost most of last year's team, but still have 5-6 Reggie Speight's, the league's Most Valuable Player.

Hunter rebuilt itself this year with several junior college transfers. They have been involved in several close games while running up a 6-3 record. Their three losses were by a total of 19 points—four to York, six to New Hampshire, and 10 to New Hampshire.

Hunter has beaten Baruch the last two games and the Baruch club will be out for revenge this time.

Baruch will stay active during January, a two-game trip, New Hampshire and West Chester. The Hawks will play their two home games.

NEW STANDARDS SET

Undergraduate Courses of Study Bulletin, p. 10, "Scholarship Requirements," stating: "A student may, without warning, be dismissed from the College if: his cumulative average drops to 15 or more points below a C average," while the remainder of the resolution repeats the bulletin, then adds this further clarification: "In any case, such student may be reinstated upon such terms as the Committee on Academic Standing may impose by affirmative action of a majority of the members of the appropriate Sub-Committee, a quorum being present and acting upon a petition demonstrating a proper basis for his (or her) supposition that he is a suitable candidate for reinstatement."

The workshops resumed action this week in a recent series of discussions on "Religion and Culture." Many of the new courses cover Jewish and Christian religious studies, which, taken with almost 30 existing courses in many departments here, constitute a new program ‘‘Religion and Culture.’’ Many of the new courses treat of Jewish and Christian studies, although the program includes an unspecified group of 10 ‘‘Special Studies in Religion’’ as well as others focusing on Judaism, and Jewish culture, and religious and cultural education. The program is under the continuing guidance of its founding committee, which consists of Dean Gerald Leinwand and Henry L. Feingold, History, Thomas R. Strickland, Modern Languages, and Lee V. Babcock, Religion. New courses will be added every semester. The program will continue to expand and mature, a matter of particular importance in the Baruch program, as the demand for courses in this field continues to grow.

Courses in Religion To Be Offered

At the last Liberal Arts Faculty meeting the faculty, by a show of hands, adopted 25 new undergraduate courses in religious studies, which, taken with almost 30 existing courses in many departments here, constitute a new program ‘‘Religion and Culture.’’ Many of the new courses cover Jewish and Christian religious studies, which, taken with almost 30 existing courses in many departments here, constitute a new program ‘‘Religion and Culture.’’ Many of the new courses treat of Jewish and Christian studies, although the program includes an unspecified group of 10 ‘‘Special Studies in Religion’’ as well as others focusing on Judaism, and Jewish culture, and religious and cultural education. The program is under the continuing guidance of its founding committee, which consists of Dean Gerald Leinwand and Henry L. Feingold, History, Thomas R. Strickland, Modern Languages, and Lee V. Babcock, Religion. New courses will be added every semester. The program will continue to expand and mature, a matter of particular importance in the Baruch program, as the demand for courses in this field continues to grow.

The theme for this Workshop will be Group Dynamics: Stress will be placed on the development and growth of a group. There will be the usual sensitivity training oriented T-group and community sessions, for which the Workshops have become famous.

The Lampert Leader's Society began its preparation for the Workshop in October. Leon Yanzogy, was elected chairman, and his committee began planning the community and T-group sessions that will take place. With the aid and guidance of Baruch College staff members, only Irving Greger, Dr. Jim Perrone, Mr. Ron Brown, and Mr. Neal Bergman, the Society planned what they considered to be a fine agenda.

The Workshop will take place at the Deer Park Farm, Old Westbury, N.Y., January 10-12.
Defeat The Referendum

The Student Senate will soon present a referendum to the student body. This referendum is needed.

There is no reason for this referendum. It is argued that it will prevent the present government from being re-elected. This is nonsense. It is also argued that the Government would lose a majority if it were re-elected. This is also nonsense. The Senate has a quorum (7) and any decision will be made by the Senate as a whole. The Senate has a majority of 7-1 and any decision will be made by the Senate as a whole. The Senate has a majority of 7-1 and any decision will be made by the Senate as a whole.
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A Letter From
Robert Rodriguez,
Chairman of the Student Government

Dear Students:

I am writing to you today to announce a new referendum that will be held by the Student Senate. The referendum will take place on Monday, March 2, at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Center. The purpose of the referendum is to vote on whether or not to continue the current Student Senate system. The current system is in place and has been voted on by you, the student body, in the past.

I urge you to come out and vote in this referendum. It is important for us to have a Student Senate system in place, as it allows us to have a voice in the decision-making process of the college. The Student Senate system also allows us to have a say in the budgeting process and in the allocation of resources.

Please come out and vote in this referendum. Your vote is important and will help shape the future of our college. Thank you for your support.

Sincerely,
Robert Rodriguez
Chairman of the Student Government
Limericks
by NWS

A young man in a room
Was asked a tough question
But he said, "I don't know"
So the questioner left
And the room was quiet

There was a young man from Maine
Whose eyes were bright and keen
When he looked into the mirror
He saw his reflection
And he thought, "Now I'm keen"

There was a young man from the State
Whose bodycount increased
When he learned that his wife
Had been cheated on him
And he thought, "I've been rated"

There was a young man from Maine
Whose bodycount increased
When he learned that his wife
Had been cheated on him
And he thought, "I've been rated"

There was a young man from Maine
Whose bodycount increased
When he learned that his wife
Had been cheated on him
And he thought, "I've been rated"

The Following are "Dirty" Limericks.
If This Type of Poetry Offends You,
Don't Read It.

While computer advances are fine,
I much prefer them to be
An old friend of mine
One day in his life
When he let his hair run wild.

A reporter once asked him,
"What do you think of your job?"
"I love it!", he said
"It's such a sweet treat,
A wonderful life, my friend."

A man once asked me,
"What do you think of your job?"
"I love it!", I said
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A wonderful life, my friend."
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Conducting Treatment's Problems

According to a new paper prepared for
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Dr. John Hallattin, a private research
company in Walnut, Wis., treatment for ad
derve reactions to psychedelic' drugs
must be conducted on an individual
basis. Individual patients involved in
addiction to LSD have been treated
in a non-threatening environment.

There is widespread confusion about
PCP and PCPA in the drug culture.
Despite what he knows about chemistry,
Charlie Smithy founder and medical director of
the Health-Ashbury free clinic in San
Francisco, offers a possible explanation:
"It is highly unlikely that the drug reaction
would have lasted that long. But a very intense delirious
experience would have lasted that long. Banv a

Compounding Treatment's Problems

In this case, it's not just the physician's
advice psychiatric evaluation' is in the

Society presents

PROFESSOR LEONARD H. C.C.N.Y.
TO RAP ON
SOCIAL CHANGE
ALL INVITED
1:00 p.m. THURS., JAN. 6
Room 1009 Refreshments

Mark Frank
Ex-President of the Student Council
will be in the 306 Lounge of the Student Center on Monday, January 10, 1972 to interview students interested in
tending the Wharton School of Business.
Contact the office of the Dean of Students
for an appointment.